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DATA & PRIVACY IN THE NEW WORLD
CONNECTING TO CUSTOMERS WITH AUTHENTICITY

TOOLKIT

FEATURING

Leanne Sheraton // CMO // Paypal
Ashley Firmstone // SVP, Customer Success // ROKT



Mentors

Ashley is the SVP of Customer Success for Rokt, where she leads 
a team that is passionate about developing relevant, customer centric,
 e-commerce strategies in collaboration with industry leaders. Ashley joined 
the company in 2014 to help establish it’s US presence and grow the business 
globally. Rokt helps clients navigate the evolving marketing landscape and 
drive profitable and sustainable growth for their business by maximizing the 
value of every customer transaction.

Leanne is a global business leader and passionate global citizen, having 
worked in and led commercial teams in multinational businesses across 

the world. She has over 30 years Marketing, Sales and General 
Management experience and has specialized in taking on change 

management roles in businesses at the tipping point of technology and 
customer behaviour driven change.  

As Chief Marketing Officer of PayPal, Leanne is responsible for leading a team of 
passionate marketers across the globe to unlock new sources of growth for 

PayPal through inspiring consumers and businesses with new and innovative 
ways to grow their participation in the global digital economy. 

Ashley Firmstone // SVP, Customer Success 

Leanne Sheraton // CMO 



Key Learnings



Recommended Readings + More!

*Click to access

https://www.amazon.com/Connected-CRM-Implementing-Data-Driven-Customer-Centric/dp/1118835808
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/she-said-privacy-he-said-security/id1536859760
https://www.infosum.com/campaign/measurement-in-the-age-of-privacy?utm_campaign=emarketer&utm_source=emarketer-oct22-textads&utm_content=textad-one


Connecting to customers 
with authenticity 

Data & privacy in 
the new world: 



Agenda

2Agenda

Introductions

Insights

PayPal x Rokt

Your brief

Presentations & prizes

Thanks, and see you at the next session!

Time

3:15

3:20

3:25

3:35

4:10

4:30



Recall a time when you 
saw an offer online that 
resonated with you. 

3Icebreaker
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Personal Data

Browsing history Payment 
information

Confidential Data
You. 

Most of the experiences that resonated 
were fueled by data

Most of the experiences that were 
forgotten lacked data

Takeaways



A bit of data on us

Chief Marketing Officer 

Leanne Sheraton
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Lived in three continents over 
the last 10 years and now lives 
in Sausalito, California

Covid hobby was building my 
repertoire of smoked cocktails

I’ve spent 10 years at PayPal in 
Sydney, Singapore and 
California and love what I do

When I started in Marketing 
30+ years ago there were no 
laptops and no internet

01

02

03

04

Introductions
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A bit of data on us

SVP, Customer Success

Ashley Firmstone

Lives in Manhattan with my 
husband and frenchie 

Love to travel and experience 
new cultures, specifically the  
food

I’ve worked for Rokt for 8 years 
and has been to Aus over 10x 
in my time here

01

02

03

04

Introductions

Self-proclaimed addict of 
shoes and handbags 



Connecting to your 
customers authentically 
through data

7Insights
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Data & privacy is something that 
directly impacts each individual in 
this room

Personal Data

Browsing history Payment 
information

Confidential Data
You. 

8Data & Privacy in the New World
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Data & privacy 
are top of mind 
for businesses 
and consumers

9Insights
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Clients have four primary 
concerns when thinking 
about data 

Is this compliant?

Will my customers be fearful?

Will it hurt my competitive 
advantage?

How much control do I have?

01

02

03

04

For businesses:

Insights

https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/growth-marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-customer-centric-approach-to-marketing-in-a-privacy-first-world

https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/growth-marketing-and-sales/our-insights/a-customer-centric-approach-to-marketing-in-a-privacy-first-world
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Consumers have three 
primary concerns when 
thinking about data 

Consumers are concerned about how 
businesses handle data

Consumers understand the value 
of sharing data with businesses 

Responsible data practices drive 
top-line growth  

01

02

03

For consumers:

https://venturebeat.com/security/data-privacy-truly-matters-to-your-customers-its-time-to-make-it-a-core-business-value/

Insights

https://venturebeat.com/security/data-privacy-truly-matters-to-your-customers-its-time-to-make-it-a-core-business-value/
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The expectations 
of humans are 
on the rise

expect sellers to make their 
shopping experience simpler 

and faster

79%
of customers expect 

ecommerce brands to invest in 
technology that makes their 

communication more relevant

64%

Insights
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So you’re not just solving for 
one concern…

Insights

Businesses need to instill confidence 
to their customers for a fair exchange 
of value for data 

Consumers need to be able to 
reap the reward of that 
exchange of their data

01

02



1. How is data impacting your 
business today?

2. What are ways that you are 
using data? 

3. What data do you wish you could unlock to 
learn more about your customer?

14Icebreaker



How PayPal is thinking 
about this challenge 
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How Rokt is thinking 
about this challenge

18
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The transaction moment 
represents a huge 
economic opportunity.

Rokt unleashes a world of possibility 
through relevancy in the connected 
world of ecommerce.

Rokt connects the right people at the 
moment of truth.

Product 
Selection Cart Payment  Confirmation 

Transaction Moment



Social Media
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But this moment 
is overlooked.
Lack of relevancy 
results in a big 
opportunity cost.

Installment 
Payment Offer

Real estate
is locked

Solutions 
are fragmented

Not designed
for ecommerce

Display Ads 

Strategic 
Partnership 
Campaign

Reveiw

Co-brand 
Card

Co-brand 
Card

Preferred 
Payment Offer

Social Media

Display 
Ads 

App Download 
Campaign

Credit Cards

BNPL

PayPal

Store Card 
Sign Up

Review

Strategic 
Partnership 
Campaign
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Rokt unlocks the 
potential of the 
transaction moment.

Create new 
possibilities

Optimize 
the outcome

Built
for ecommerce

Content that 
maximises 

value
Transform cost 

center to revenue 
driver

Content that 
Maximizes Value

Native 
Commerce 
Experience

(1) Compared to other digital channels such as Facebook and Google, based on Wordstream benchmarks
(2) Based on Rokt Partner results

Customers are 7X1 as 
engaged. Ecommerce 
Partners can be 2X2 
as profitable.



Three truths behind 
Rokt’s vision.

We need a trusted 
intermediary to navigate the 

privacy complexities and 
connect the many providers 

serving the transaction 

With significant 
opportunity cost in the 

transaction moment, we 
need to solve the paradox 

of choice for customers

2X the economics on 
approximately 80% of 

ecommerce 
transactions1 will 

unleash the impossible 

Unleash Relevancy Connected

(1) Based on Rokt Partner results



Customers expect a 
value exchange when 
giving their data

of customers would give more personal 
information to sellers if it would make 

their experiences better, faster, and easier

37%

23
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Increased revenue

Higher customer satisfaction

Increased lifetime value and loyalty

Customers will 
happily reward 
relevance

65%

more likely to
 stop buying or 

switch to 
competitor

more likely
to repeat purchase

45%



PayPal x Rokt

25In Practice



● For PayPal: Harnessing the power 
of first-party transactional data to 
drive performance outcomes and 
acquire loyal customers. Customers 
acquired through Rokt are 20% 
more valuable to PayPal

● For Customers: The exchange for 
their data has allowed them to be 
delighted by online experiences 

● For Rokt: A trusted intermediary, 
only interested in the best 
outcomes, which are achieved 
through customer relevance.

26

RoktPayPal

Customer

PayPal x Rokt
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Deliver the best possible customer 
experiences that are tailored to each 
individual based on the product offer or 
message they’re most likely to respond to.

Ensure you’re driving the most revenue–and 
the best user experience–within each 
transaction with Rokt.

Deliver the most relevant 
PayPal product offer to 
each individual

PayPal 
Credit Card

PayPal 
Debit Card

Pay with 
Venmo

PayPal 
BNPL

PayPal x Rokt



Deploy robust customization to meet 
your brand needs–and business goals

28

Advanced customer 
audience tools allow you 
to suppress particular 
customer sets

Audience segments

Ability to approve 
advertisers on a vertical, 
sub-vertical, or individual 
level

Advertiser controls

You control placement 
layout, design, and 
location on the 
confirmation page

UX optimization

Decide what percentage 
of traffic will see the Rokt 
placement and how often

Frequency controls
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Optimizing 
PayPal across 
the entire 
transaction

Product 
Selection

 Review & 
Upsell

 Payment & 
Shipping

 Confirmation 
Page  

Transaction Moment

PayPal x Rokt
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Unlocking data the right way, all interactions benefit relevancy and 
customer experience across all partners and advertisers

Advertiser
“1”

Partner
“A”

Customer

A customer sees an offer from an 
advertiser on a partner site

They interact, positively or 
negatively (close or no thanks)

The interaction data benefits all 
partners and all advertisers

All 
Advertisers

All 
Partners

All 
Customers

And they also benefit from these 
interactions from other sites

PayPal x Rokt
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Seeing success through 
testing & data

PayPal Wallet with the CTA “Sign up now” 
outperformed for conversions against the PayPal 
Wallet using the CTA “Try it now” 

“Sign up now”  3.7% Conversion rate
“Try it now” 0.4% Conversion rate

CTA Copy

PayPal x Rokt
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Seeing success through 
testing & data

Higher conversion rates when users are in a 
“purchase state of mind”

PayPal App saw the highest conversion rate  
4.61% and highest engagement rate 1.7%.

Performance from testing multiple offers drive 
relevancy through Rokt machine learning.

Offer Type

PayPal x Rokt



Strategic partnerships can help 
businesses come together and 
solve their data related problems & 
keep the consumer top of mind.

33



The brief 

34Brief



The brief

Things to consider:

❏ Where in the transaction

❏ What the message or copy look like

❏ What the user flow looks like

❏ What 1st party data would unlock this capability 

❏ Why you feel it is relevant the the customer 

Pick a site within the online vertical you selected when you 
walked in (if you have tickets… a site like Ticketmaster). Craft 
how you would sell a PayPal product(s) to their customers this 
holiday season.

$250 
PayPal Gift 

Card

The prize



Breakout groups

36Breakout Groups



Breakout into your most 
recent purchase groups

Travel Tickets Home furniture Apparel Food or Delivery



Now select one ecommerce site 
within your category that you are 
going to be optimizing. 

38In Practice



Create a plan for how PayPal can 
reach those customers through the 
transaction flow with the right 
product at the right time this holiday 
season.

39In Practice



Back together

40Back Together



Congrats to 
our winners!!



Thank you.




